INTERIOR CARE
TOP TIPS

All kinds of dust, fumes, smoke and dirt build up inside
a car interior so that every single surface is affected.
Periodically it needs a thorough clean. The objective is
to remove pollutants and preserve the original surfaces.

1
With a high suction vacuum cleaner remove as much
dirt and dust from the interior as you can. Use a stiff
brush on the floor and fabric seats and a small, soft
brush for dashboard crevices.

5
Repeat the operation with the door trims, cloth
seats and then carpets. Use enough Interior
Shampoo to create a light foam over all the
surfaces but be careful not to overwet fabrics.

2
Any interior cloth surfaces should be carefully
cleaned by applying Interior Shampoo to the
Hi-Tech Aqua-Dry or a firm sponge. Then rub gently
onto the fabric. If in doubt, try a small piece first,
out of sight.

6
Where interior trim has a lacquered or polished wood
finish, once the dust has been removed with a soft
brush and vacuum, use Instant Show Shine to remove
finger marks and bring to a high gloss.

Put heater blower on full when dusting vents to blow dust out
Do not use a brush on headlining materials as it may snag
Do not use Vinyl & Rubber Care on steering wheel, gear lever or pedal rubbers as they
will become slippery
Leave doors or windows open so that interior can dry out
Keep the Hi-Tech Interior Microfibre in your glovebox for regular dusting of the interior

3
Clean plastic trim surfaces in the same way. Once
cleaned, dry off with the Hi-Tech Interior Microfibre
or the Hi-Tech Microfibre Drying Towel being careful
not to rub too hard as the nap of some materials may
be affected.

7
Mats are best dealt with outside the car. Brush or
vacuum the mats, then spray with Interior Shampoo
before hosing down thoroughly. Hang up to dry.

4
Pay special attention to the switches, steering wheel and
controls as they collect a lot of dirt. Be careful not to
flood areas that carry electrical switches and remove
excess spray with the Hi-Tech Interior Microfibre.

8
With the shampoo complete, spray Odour Eliminator
onto carpets and mats. The product’s bioactive
formulation will tackle any undesirable odours
such as cigarette smoke, dogs or take-away.

